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Abstract

Little is known about Antarctic subglacial hydrology, but based on modeling, theory and indirect observations it is thought

that subglacial runoff enhances submarine melt locally through buoyancy effects. However, no studies to date have examined

effects of runoff on sea ice and circulation on the continental shelf. Here we use modeled and observational estimates of runoff

to force a regional model of the Amundsen Sea Embayment. We find that runoff enhances melt locally (i.e. within the ice-shelf

cavity), increasing melt at Thwaites ice shelf by up to 15 Gt/a given estimates of steady runoff, and up to 25 Gt/a if runoff is

episodic as remote sensing measurements suggest. However runoff also has smaller nonlocal effects through freshwater influence

on flow and stratification. We further find that runoff reduces summer sea-ice volume over the continental shelf (by up to 10\%

with steady runoff but over 30\% with episodic runoff). Furthermore runoff is much more effective at reducing sea ice than an

equivalent volume of ice-shelf meltwater – due in part to the latent heat loss associated with submarine melting. Results suggest

that runoff may play an important role in continental shelf dynamics, despite runoff flux being small relative to ice-shelf melting

– and that runoff-driven melt and circulation may be an important process missing from regional Antarctic ocean models.
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Key Points:6

• modeled and observational runoff estimates are used to force a regional model of7

the Amundsen Sea Embayment8
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• Runoff impacts on sea ice differ qualitatively from those of an equivalent volume11
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Abstract13

Little is known about Antarctic subglacial hydrology, but based on modeling, theory and14

indirect observations it is thought that subglacial runoff enhances submarine melt locally15

through buoyancy effects. However, no studies to date have examined effects of runoff16

on sea ice and circulation on the continental shelf. Here we use modeled and observa-17

tional estimates of runoff to force a regional model of the Amundsen Sea Embayment.18

We find that runoff enhances melt locally (i.e. within the ice-shelf cavity), increasing melt19

at Thwaites ice shelf by up to 15 Gt/a given estimates of steady runoff, and up to 25 Gt/a20

if runoff is episodic as remote sensing measurements suggest. However runoff also has21

smaller nonlocal effects through freshwater influence on flow and stratification. We fur-22

ther find that runoff reduces summer sea-ice volume over the continental shelf (by up23

to 10% with steady runoff but over 30% with episodic runoff). Furthermore runoff is much24

more effective at reducing sea ice than an equivalent volume of ice-shelf meltwater – due25

in part to the latent heat loss associated with submarine melting. Results suggest that26

runoff may play an important role in continental shelf dynamics, despite runoff flux be-27

ing small relative to ice-shelf melting – and that runoff-driven melt and circulation may28

be an important process missing from regional Antarctic ocean models.29

Plain Language Summary30

A number of floating ice shelves in Antarctica are exposed to warm waters which31

lead to strong melting, limiting shelves’ ability to buttress against ice flow from the con-32

tinent and also bringing warmed and freshnened waters to the ocean surface – waters33

which in turn influence seasonal sea ice near the continent and insulate the deep ocean34

from the cold atmosphere. Meanwhile, large rivers under the Antarctic ice sheet carry35

melt from the ice sheet base to the ocean cavities beneath ice shelves. While a few stud-36

ies have looked at the role these rivers play in ice-shelf melt, none have examined these37

effects in a regional context. We find that these ”rivers” not only amplify melting un-38

der ice shelves, but have far-reaching impacts on ocean circulation. We find that while39

the direct contribution of water from these subglacial rivers is small compared to that40

of ice-shelf melt, there is a disproportionate impact on seasonal sea ice.41

1 Introduction42

The ice shelves of the Amundsen Sea Embayment contribute several hundred gi-43

gatonnes of melt water per year to the ocean (Adusumilli et al., 2020). In addition to44

causing a loss of buttressing that can lead to sea level rise (Favier et al., 2014; Joughin45

et al., 2014; Seroussi et al., 2017; Goldberg & Holland, 2022), the flux of fresh water has46

impacts on the ocean as well. Ice-shelf melt drives upwelling of large volumes of Circum-47

polar Deep Water (CDW) and thinning of sea ice on the continental shelf (Jourdain et48

al., 2017) – the latter of which could have implications for biological production in sea-49

sonal polynyas (Arrigo et al., 2012). The addition of freshwater can stratify the ocean50

and also feed back on delivery of CDW to ice-shelf cavities (Kimura et al., 2017; Math-51

iot et al., 2017; Silvano et al., 2018; Bett et al., 2020).52

Subglacial discharge at ice-shelf grounding lines is another source of fresh water.53

Like ice-shelf melt, it adds buoyancy at depth, which leads to upwelling of dense waters.54

At tidewater glaciers in Greenland and elsewhere, it is known that subglacial runoff leads55

to upwelling and strong melt at the terminus (e.g., Jenkins, 2011; Motyka et al., 2013;56

Slater et al., 2015), but also influences circulation within the fjord (Cowton et al., 2016;57

Slater et al., 2018). In Antarctica, subglacial runoff is observed to induce strong grounding-58

line melt and ice-shelf channel formation (Le Brocq et al., 2013; Drews et al., 2017), but59

few studies have attempted to quantify its impact on ocean physics. This is partially be-60

cause comparatively little is known about Antarctic subglacial hydrology: little supraglacial61

melt is transported to the bed, melt is generated through frictional heating and geother-62
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mal flux (Van Liefferinge & Pattyn, 2013), and runoff is very poorly constrained. Still,63

Joughin et al. (2009) calculated subglacial melt values of 1.7 and 3.5 Gt/a for the catch-64

ments of Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers, respectively, similar to annual runoff for large65

Greenland glaciers (Mernild, Howat, et al., 2010; Mernild, Liston, et al., 2010). These66

mean values are small relative to ice-shelf melt, but observations of subglacial lake drainage67

suggest rates up to 50 Gt/a or more could be sustained for months (Smith et al., 2017;68

Malczyk et al., 2020). It is therefore reasonable to ask how this runoff impacts subma-69

rine melt and ocean circulation, and how this varies with runoff magnitude and tempo-70

ral character.71

Nakayama et al. (2021) used a high-resolution model of Pine Island ice shelf cav-72

ity with a representation of runoff, in order to explain high satellite-observed melt rates73

which are not captured by models considering CDW alone. That study considered steady74

states only, and did not examine impacts on continental shelf circulation. In this paper75

we apply modeled runoff from the catchments of Pine Island, Thwaites, Smith, and Getz76

glaciers to a regional sea ice-ocean-ice shelf model of the Amundsen Sea. The model is77

run for two decades; both time-constant and varying runoff scenarios are investigated78

in terms of impacts on ice-shelf melt, sea-ice coverage, and ocean conditions on the con-79

tinental shelf.80

2 Methods81

2.1 Regional ocean model82

We model regional sea ice, ocean circulation and ice-shelf melt with the MITgcm83

(Marshall et al., 1997; Losch, 2008; Losch et al., 2010). The configuration is very sim-84

ilar to that of Naughten et al. (2022), which builds upon that of Kimura et al. (2017)85

and Bett et al. (2020). The domain extends from 220-290◦ longitude (i.e. 140 to 70◦W)86

and 75.65-62.4◦S, with resolution approximately .025◦ latitude (∼2.5 km) on the Amund-87

sen shelf. Bathymetry and ice-shelf draft are interpolated from BedMachine Antarctica88

version 2 (Morlighem et al., 2020). Ocean-facing boundary conditions are sourced from89

the World Oceanographic Atlas (Zweng et al., 2019; Locarnini et al., 2018) and the B-90

SOSE state estimate (Verdy & Mazloff, 2017), and surface forcing is from ERA5. The91

Bear Ridge iceberg “wall” and iceberg freshwater flux from Bett et al. (2020) is used.92

Our model differs from that of Naughten et al. (2022) only in that rather than the Merino93

et al. (2016) iceberg freshwater flux, that of our model assumes a constant flux along the94

coastline. The impacts of this choice of iceberg flux were found to be negligible (K Naugh-95

ten, pers. comm.), and so in this study we consider results of our baseline experiment96

(see below) to reflect those of Naughten et al. (2022).97

Naughten et al. (2022) provides validation against available oceanographic and remotely-98

sensed observations. Thermocline depth at Pine Island is captured well, but less so in99

front of Dotson Ice Shelf. Deep temperatures for both are underestimated post-2012 but100

well captured before. Temporal evolution and maximum extent of sea ice is well captured101

though summer extent is somewhat underestimated. Inter-annual melt variability is well102

captured for Dotson and Pine Island, but Pine Island melt magnitude is slightly under-103

estimated, especially in the late 2000s. Thwaites melt is low relative to Adusumilli et104

al. (2020), though there are no oceanographic estimates yet available to compare. Im-105

portantly, the tuning of this configuration did not take subglacial runoff into account.106

We refer below to this configuration as the baseline. For more detail on the configu-107

ration see Naughten et al. (2022).108
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2.2 Subglacial runoff109

In most of our experiments, our ocean model is forced with subglacial runoff. Our110

calculation of runoff volumes and locations is described here, followed by description of111

how runoff is implemented in the ocean model.112

Melt calculation113

In order to provide an estimate of time-mean runoff at the grounding line, we first114

estimate the pattern of subglacial melt. To do so we solve the basal heat balance (e.g.,115

Joughin et al., 2009; Cuffey & Paterson, 2010):116

mb =
G+ τbub − kiΘi

Liρi
, (1)117

where mb is basal melt rate, G is geothermal flux, ki is thermal conductivity, Θi is ice118

basal temperature gradient, Li is ice latent heat, ρi is ice density, and τb and ub are basal119

drag and speed, respectively.120

To calculate the frictional heating term τbub, we use the ice-sheet model STREAM-121

ICE (Goldberg & Heimbach, 2013), which uses a higher-order approximation to Stokes122

flow and is capable of representing vertical shear as well as fast sliding flow regimes. To123

estimate τbub an inversion is carried out for basal drag and ice stiffness parameters. As124

described in Goldberg and Holland (2022), the stiffness parameter is initialised using a125

modeled temperature distribution (see below), and is allowed to vary though deviation126

from this initial distribution is penalised within grounded portions of the domain. The127

ice-sheet model is run at 2 km resolution over the Amundsen region (Fig. 1), and the128

MEaSUREs (Rignot et al., 2011) Version 2 product, interpolated to the domain, con-129

strains the inversion (Fig. 1a,b). The resulting basal velocity and basal drag are then130

used to generate the frictional heating term. Ice-sheet inversion requires specification of131

regularisation parameters to prevent ill-posedness (Goldberg et al., 2019). The influence132

of these parameters on the model-observation fit was investigated, but they were found133

to have little impact on large-scale melt rates.134

Heat flux from Martos et al. (2017) is used for G, with a topographic correction135

to account for small spatial scales Colgan et al. (2021). STREAMICE does not have a136

thermomechanical component, therefore a modeled estimate of ice temperature (Van Li-137

efferinge & Pattyn, 2013) is used to calculate the vertical gradient, as well as for gen-138

eration of the initial guess for ice stiffness. The vertical conduction term (Supplemen-139

tal Fig. S1(a)) is small relative to the geothermal heat flux and frictional heating: the140

domain-integrated contribution of conduction is approximately 2×1011 W, which is ap-141

proximately 10% of either dissipation or geothermal flux. Since geothermal flux (Sup-142

plemental Fig. S1(b)) and dissipation are uniformly nonnegative and conduction is uni-143

formly nonpositive, conduction accounts for approximately 10% of melt – meaning that144

even large errors in this term will have a small effect on overall melt and runoff at the145

grounding line.146

In a sensitivity experiment, the components of the above calculation are modified147

as follows: G and Θb remain the same, but frictional dissipation τbub is increased within148

the regions of fast flow of Pine Island and Thwaites (Fig. 1(c)). Within each of the re-149

gions indicated, dissipation is increased uniformly by an amount equal to the mean fric-150

tional heating within that region. The rationale behind this experiment is that if there151

is a change in melt volume in the future, it will likely be due to a change in frictional152

effects rather than in geothermal flux. However, the imposed change in frictional heat-153

ing is not based on ice-sheet projections, it is simply a means of assessing the impact of154

larger runoff.155
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Subglacial routing156

We use the routing model of Le Brocq et al. (2009) to determine the flux at the157

grounding line. Le Brocq et al. (2009) uses a laminar flow closure which relates subglacial158

flow velocity to background hydraulic potential, and uses this to derive a steady-state159

solution for subglacial flux. Subglacial flow is not coupled to water pressure in the model,160

and so model hydraulic potential depends only on ice thickness and bed elevation. The161

BedMachine Antarctica version 2 product (Morlighem et al., 2020) is used for these fields.162

Fig. 2(a) shows the routing solution using the melt from Fig. 1(d).163

Time dependent runoff164

The above calculations generate a time-independent melt rate, intended to repre-165

sent the average melt over long time periods. However, lake-drainage observations sug-166

gest that runoff is strongly time-varying. For time-dependent runoff, the time series of167

(Malczyk et al., 2020) is considered. The data describes volume change rates of 4 active168

lakes in the upstream part of Thwaites glacier. A time series of total volume loss is found169

by summing the contributions of all lakes. The result (Fig. 2(b)) shows intra-annual vari-170

ability on the order of 3-5 Gt/a over the 2011-2015 period, but the most noticeable fea-171

ture is a pulse of up to 50 Gt/a that lasts for about 1 year (2013-2014).172

In the experiment forced by time-dependent runoff, an assumption is made that173

the water which collects in these lakes is mainly drainage from the upstream, slower-flowing174

parts of the catchment where there is relatively little frictionally-driven heating. Thus,175

we partition runoff into a steady component, driven by frictional heating and thermal176

conduction alone; and a time-dependent component. The steady component is found sim-177

ply by setting geothermal heat flux to zero and routing the melt as described above. For178

the time-dependent component, the runoff flux is set to zero for all cells away from the179

Thwaites grounding line, and flux along the grounding line is scaled so that the total flux180

(for the time-dependent component) follows the idealised time series in Fig. 2(b). In other181

words, there is a steady runoff along the grounding line of the domain corresponding to182

frictional heating only, and from 2013-2014 there is an additional pulse representing lake183

drainage.184

Our experimental design implicitly assumes a one-to-one correspondence between185

lake drainage and runoff, which is unlikely due to transit time, subglacial storage, and186

the potential for unobserved lakes or drainage out of the Thwaites catchment. It also ne-187

glects additional subglacial melt due to frictional heating associated with channelised flow.188

Its simplicity reflects the fact that very little is still known about the Antarctic subglacial189

environment. Still, our representation captures to leading order the evidence that there190

is episodic drainage from upstream portions of Thwaites, but that areas closer to the ground-191

ing line exhibit efficient drainage (Schroeder et al., 2013; Hager et al., 2022). As our aim192

is to examine the impacts of episodic runoff, it is likely appropriate.193

2.3 Implementation of runoff in ocean model194

In order to implement runoff within MITgcm, the grounding line runoff from the195

routing product described above is first interpolated to the ocean grid. The grid of the196

routing model is in polar-stereo coordinates with 500 m resolution, and the ocean grid197

is in latitude/longitude coordinates with an approximately 2.5 km resolution, so the ground-198

ing line of the ocean model does not perfectly align with the edge of the routing domain.199

Runoff is therefore interpolated as follows. The output of the routing model is a grid-200

ded field which contains volumetric fluxes (in m3/s) that represent the flux coming out201

of each cell. Cells where the routing network terminates are identified. For each one of202

these cells, the flux is allocated to the nearest nonempty ocean column, generating a 2D203

field which is used to force the ocean model.204
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The runoff is assumed to enter the ocean with zero salinity and to be at the pressure-205

depressed freezing point. At each time step of the ocean model, in columns with nonzero206

grounding line flux as determined by the process above, the salt and temperature ten-207

dency in the deepest ocean cell are thus updated according to this flux value:208

dSi,k

dt
=
Qi(0− Si,k)

Aihk
, (2)

dTi,k

dt
=
Qi(pi,kb− Ti,k)

Aihk
, (3)

where i refers to the column, and k to the depth level, of the bottom cell; Si,k, Ti,k, and209

pi,k are the salinity, temperature, and pressure, respectively, of the cell at the current210

time step; Qi is the flux into the column; and b is the freezing point dependence on pres-211

sure (set to -7.61×10−4 ◦C per dbar). Where the bottom cell is below a minimum thick-212

ness (in this study 40 m), the tendency is distributed over the bottom two cells in a con-213

servative fashion similar to the under-ice shelf boundary layer treatment of (Losch, 2008),214

in order to prevent overly strong freshening and cooling. The above changes are made215

to MITgcm version 67v.216

The treatment does not affect ocean momentum (velocities) – this is in contrast217

to Nakayama et al. (2021) and Slater et al. (2015), which implement runoff through open218

boundary conditions. However, given the low resolution of the model, this impact is likely219

to be small. Consider a channelised flux of magnitude Q entering an ocean cell with an220

associated volume V through an opening of area A. There is therefore an associated mo-221

mentum flux of ρQu into the ocean cell, where u is the speed of the runoff. The asso-222

ciated rate of change of velocity within the cell can be estimated as223

du

dt
=
uQ

V

=
Q2

V A
. (4)

With a runoff flux of 300 m3/s ≈ 10 Gt/a, a channel with a half-circular geometry and224

radius of ∼10 m, and a cell volume of 2.5 km × 2.5 km × 40 m, this leads to an accel-225

eration of ∼ 0.0025 mm/s2, or a change of ∼ 1.5 mm/s over a 600 second time step. More-226

over, results from buoyant plume theory (e.g., Slater et al., 2016) suggest that a buoy-227

ant plume driven by subglacial discharge quickly adjusts to a state which is insensitive228

to initial conditions.229

2.4 Ice-shelf cavity overturning230

In the analysis of sea-ice response to runoff, rates of volumetric overturning under231

the Amundsen ice shelves are calculated. In this calculation the horizontal convergence232

of flow below a certain depth is taken as a proxy for overturning. Convergence is calcu-233

lated by integrating horizontal convergence of velocity at each depth layer underneath234

the ice shelf, giving the net flux per unit depth leaving the cavity at that depth level.235

This quantity is then integrated vertically up to a certain depth, chosen as the depth for236

each ice shelf below which there is predominantly inflow of warm water. This depth is237

chosen as 600 m for Thwaites and 550 m for Pine Island (Supplemental Fig. S2).238

2.5 Experiments239

We refer to the ocean simulations forced by the two steady runoff cases as the runoff240

and hi runoff experiments, and to the run forced by lakes data as time dependent241

runoff. Additionally, we consider a scenario without runoff but where cfric, the drag242

coefficient governing ice shelf basal melting (Dansereau et al., 2014), is increased (from243

0.004 to 0.01) – the purpose being to assess the sensitivity to freshwater sourced from244
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ice shelf melting as opposed to subglacial runoff. Specifically, the value of cfric is cho-245

sen so that the time-mean melt increase for Thwaites ice shelf (relative to baseline) is246

similar to the increase in fresh water discharge (combined runoff and melt) from Thwaites247

in the runoff experiment. This basis of comparison is chosen due to our focus on Thwaites248

in the Discussion (Section 4). This experiment is referred to as the increased cfric ex-249

periment. Finally, an experiment (Thwaites only) is carried out where runoff is as in250

the runoff experiment, but set to zero away from the Thwaites grounding line. Each251

experiment is run for 20 years from 1 Jan 1995 to 31 Dec 2014, beginning from the saved252

state of the baseline run. A freshwater tracer for combined runoff and ice-shelf melt is253

implemented in the baseline experiment.254

In the runoff experiment, the majority of the runoff enters the Amundsen through255

three large channels beneath Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers (Fig 3). The total runoff256

across the Thwaites and Pine Island grounding lines are approximately 4.6 and 2.7 Gt/a,257

respectively. These values are larger than those cited in Joughin et al. (2009), though258

this could result from the use of a different GHF estimate (Joughin et al. (2009) used259

a constant value for GHF), a more recent velocity estimate, or both. In hi runoff these260

increase to 6.8 and 3.9 Gt/a, respectively. Meanwhile, at most 0.4 Gt/a enters from each261

of the Dotson/Crosson and Getz grounding lines. In time dependent runoff, runoff262

reaches nearly 50 Gt/a, but only for a few months (Fig. 2(b)).263

We emphasize that neither the runoff, hi runoff nor the time dependent runoff264

forcings are intended as the “correct” representation of subglacial runoff in a spatial or265

temporal sense. Rather, we present our scenarios as end-members representing time-constant266

and episodic modes of runoff. Furthermore, the ocean model used is too coarse to cap-267

ture detailed melt patterns of ice-shelf melt response to runoff, which is better represented268

by high-resolution studies (Nakayama et al., 2021). Our focus is rather on impacts on269

total (ice-shelf wide) melt, as well as changes in sea ice and shelf hydrography, which the270

model is capable of capturing.271

Examination of the freshwater tracer in the baseline experiment shows a domain-272

mean concentration that rises steadily to ∼ 6‰ from 1995 to 2003, after which it varies273

by less than 10% (Supplemental Fig. S3). From this it inferred that the adjustment time274

of the system to the input of a tracer (such as freshwater runoff) is approximately 8 years.275

Therefore any “nonlocal” effects of runoff on melt may not be fully realised until after276

this time, whereas the response of melt to “local” runoff is much faster (Nakayama et277

al., 2021). Therefore, in our study “local” impacts of runoff on ice-shelf melt and over-278

turning are analysed for the full 1995-2015 period, whereas “nonlocal” effects on ice-shelf279

melt, and sea-ice and ocean characteristics on the continental shelf, are analysed over280

the 2003-2015 period. (In the time dependent runoff experiment, which is inherently281

transient, there is no assumption of adjustment to the episodic runoff.)282

3 Results283

3.1 Ice-shelf melt284

We center our discussion around the high-melting ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea,285

namely Pine Island, Thwaites, Dotson and Crosson (or Dotson/Crosson), and Getz. Fig.286

3(a) shows the additional melt under these shelves in the runoff experiment, relative287

to baseline, averaged over the 20-year run. The strongest melt impacts are close to sub-288

glacial inputs (as seen from comparison with routing results) but there are also more dis-289

tal effects under Pine Island and Dotson/Crosson. Melt time series from baseline are290

shown in Fig. 3(b). Pine Island and Dotson melt are similar to shipboard observations291

(Naughten et al., 2022), but Thwaites melt rates are much lower than other published292

results (e.g., Seroussi et al., 2017). The remaining panels (as labeled) show melt differ-293

ence relative to baseline for the other experiments under the various ice shelves. Of all294
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shelves, Thwaites sees the strongest proportional response in the runoff experiment due295

to its low baseline melt (Fig. 3(b)), with a marginal increase when runoff is increased296

in hi runoff, and similar is seen for Pine Island. At Dotson and Crosson shelves, the melt297

increase in runoff is substantial (a time-mean of 5.3 Gt/a, as compared to 9.4 Gt/a for298

Thwaites) considering the relatively small runoff input. Getz has a similar runoff mag-299

nitude and similar level of increase in melt (though for Getz, this increase is negligible300

compared to total melt).301

From the runoff results it is difficult to attribute increased melting at Dotson/Crosson302

and Getz to either locally (within the cavity) or nonlocally sourced runoff. However, in303

the Thwaites only experiment, where runoff is released only from Thwaites, the melt304

anomalies under Dotson/Crosson are similar, with a time-mean only 20% smaller than305

in runoff. Meanwhile, the melt under Pine Island is slightly decreased relative to base-306

line. In the time dependent runoff experiment, when the runoff reaches its peak in307

summer 2013, the Thwaites melt anomaly is approximately 2.5 times that of the runoff308

experiment – though at the same time, runoff is nearly an order of magnitude larger. The309

other ice shelves’ melt response to this episodic runoff is minimal, other than under Getz310

ice shelf where there is a sharp drop in melt (relative to baseline) following the pulse311

in Thwaites runoff.312

The increased cfric experiment results in melt anomalies for Pine Island, Dot-313

son/Crosson and Getz that are considerable larger than those due to runoff (while for314

Thwaites they are of a similar scale). We do not adjust the vertical limits of the corre-315

sponding subplots in Fig. 3 to include the increased cfric curve, as the focus for this316

experiment is Thwaites.317

3.2 Sea ice318

We examine the effects of ice-shelf freshwater fluxes (both runoff and melt) on ef-319

fective sea ice thickness, the volume of sea ice per unit area within a grid cell. In this320

analysis we predominantly compare the increased cfric and runoff experiments. While321

the domain-wide ice-shelf melt differs between these experiments, the collective fresh-322

water volume input (melt plus runoff) from Thwaites is very similar: monthly freshwa-323

ter input between 2003 and 2015 has a correlation of 0.64 between the experiments, and324

the 2003-2015 means differ by ∼8%. (As mentioned in Section 2.5, 1995-2003 is consid-325

ered spinup from the perspective of sea ice influence.) In order to best provide context,326

results in this section are presented as percent anomalies rather than absolute change.327

We examine sea ice on the continental shelf only. Although the model domain ex-328

tends far beyond the shelf, sea ice cover on-shelf is particularly important because it af-329

fects surface process which could have impacts on CDW properties at depth; and in the330

spring and summer months it controls the light available for photosynthesis. Fig. 4(a)331

shows mean ice thickness anomalies relative to the baseline run over a region with depth332

less than 1500 m between 235◦ and 260◦ longitude (the approximate zonal extent of the333

summer ice-free region in Naughten et al., 2022). Averaged over the 2003-2015 period,334

the sea ice anomalies for the both runoff and increased cfric are negative, but mean335

sea ice thinning in runoff is larger (2 cm versus 4 mm). Overall the runoff anomaly336

is the most negative in summer, again with greater losses than increased cfric. This337

is made clearer by examining a climatology of mean sea ice thickness anomaly for both338

experiments (Fig. 4(b)). In the winter (JJA) months, the climatological area-averaged339

thinning is similar between the two experiments, and is relatively small. In the spring340

(SON) and summer (DJF) months, the climatologies diverge, with larger thinning in the341

runoff experiment.342

The behaviour exhibited in Fig. 4(b) is explored further in Figs. 4(c-f), which show343

spatial patterns of sea ice anomalies for each experiment, averaged over winter (Figs. 4(c,d))344

and summer (Figs. 4(e,f)) months, respectively. As expected from Fig. 4(b) the winter345
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thinning is relatively small for both experiments. In the summer months, there is fairly346

large thinning in the runoff experiment: ∼10% over most of the continental shelf, which347

amounts to 5-10 cm. Meanwhile, there is considerable thickening in the increased cfric348

experiment.349

Jourdain et al. (2017) examined impact of ice-shelf melt on sea ice across an en-350

semble of experiments with different ice-shelf melt parameters (their figure 10(b)). Their351

result is qualitatively similar to the winter patterns in Figs. 4(c), with strong thinning352

close to the coast. However, theirs was an annual result, and also used a different ocean353

model and a different experimental design, so it is not a straightforward comparison.354

The basis for comparison between the runoff and increased cfric experiments355

– similar freshwater flux from Thwaites – is not a unique one, and has the consequence356

that the combined freshwater flux anomaly from Thwaites and Pine Island is consider-357

ably larger (by a factor of 2.5) in increased cfric than in runoff. Given this disparity,358

along with the tendency of ice-shelf melt to drive upwelling of warm CDW to the up-359

per ocean, strong sea ice retreat might be expected in increased cfric – yet, the loss360

of sea ice in the runoff experiment is almost 5 times larger. As described in Section 4.2,361

freshwater flux from Thwaites may play an important role in summer sea ice thinning,362

motivates our experimental design. In another experiment in which the cfric parame-363

ter is tuned such that the combined freshwater flux anomaly from Thwaites and Pine364

Island is similar to that of runoff, the sea ice loss is far less (Supplemental Fig. S5). Thus,365

our results suggest that freshwater sourced subglacially has a qualitatively different ef-366

fect on sea ice than water sourced from submarine melt. In the discussion below we ex-367

plore potential reasons for this.368

While our main focus in this section and in the discussion below is on how equal369

volumes of subglacial runoff and submarine melt can have potentially differing impacts,370

we briefly note that Fig. 4(a) also shows sea-ice impacts in the time dependent runoff371

experiment. The effect is quite strong, but only for a single season when subglacial runoff372

is at its peak. The results suggest that episodic runoff can have significant, but short-373

lived, effects on sea ice thickness.374

4 Discussion375

4.1 Ice-shelf melt376

In the hi runoff experiment, runoff from Thwaites is approximately 50% larger377

than in runoff, while the marginal melt increases by 28% (s.d. 14%). At the same time,378

in time dependent runoff, the runoff at its largest is ∼13 times larger than in runoff,379

while the summer 2013-2014 melt rate is increased by a factor of 2.5. These results are380

qualitatively similar to theoretical and modeling studies of runoff-forced plume melting381

at tidewater glaciers (Jenkins, 2011; Xu et al., 2013; Slater et al., 2015; Cowton et al.,382

2015), which find sub-linear dependence of melt on runoff flux. While the processes be-383

neath a CDW-forced ice shelf differ from those at a tidewater front, these results sug-384

gest similarities in melt response to runoff.385

Pine Island and Dotson/Crosson ice shelves exhibit melt responses of similar mag-386

nitude in the runoff experiment, despite an order of magnitude difference in runoff flux387

at their respective grounding lines. This suggests a “nonlocal” influence of runoff on the388

Dotson/Crosson ice shelves, which is reinforced by the Thwaites only experiment. The389

elevated melt under Dotson/Crosson in runoff is likely due to a warming found at depth390

at the Dotson ice-shelf front (Fig. 5(a)), where temperatures below 500 m are increased391

up to 0.4◦C relative to baseline. At the same time, there is freshening of 0.02-0.04 psu392

above 500 m (along with a slight cooling), with little change in salinity at depth except393

in instances of deep mixing (Fig. 5(b)). A similar signal of surface freshening and warm-394

ing at depth at the Dotson front is seen in the increased cfric experiment (Figs. 5(c,d)),395
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coincident with a similar increase in melt (Fig. 3(e)). The effect is stronger than in runoff,396

likely due to the additional melt flux from Pine Island.397

The warming at depth coincident with surface freshening suggests a mechanism where398

increased stratification prevents surface-driven cooling of CDW. Bett et al. (2020) showed399

that freshwater fluxes from icebergs (crudely represented as an ocean surface freshwa-400

ter flux) can increase stratification and prevent cooling of CDW due to surface processes401

at Dotson Ice Shelf – and freshwater sourced from either distal runoff and/or increased402

ice shelf melt may play a similar role. Meanwhile, the Thwaites only experiment sees403

analogous warming at depth and surface freshening (5(e,f)). There is a smaller freshwa-404

ter flux, and thus the signal is not as strong, but it reinforces the nonlocal influence of405

runoff on stratification.406

Some warming at depth is seen at the front of Pine Island in the runoff and in-407

creased cfric experiments (Figs. 6(a,c)). However this warming is less consistent than408

at the Dotson Ice Shelf front, and also interspersed with periods of cooling. Therefore,409

although Pine Island melt increases in the runoff experiment, it is unlikely this is at-410

tributable to deep warming (with the exception of 2013/2014, discussed below), but rather411

that melt is locally runoff-forced. On the other hand, cooling at depth is seen in Thwaites412

only as well, and could be the cause of the negative Pine Island melt anomaly in that413

experiment, which is not “hidden” by a local runoff source.414

The most pronounced warming at depth for Pine Island (∼0.4◦C) is seen in 2013-415

2014, a period during which there is a cool bias with respect to observations in base-416

line (Naughten et al., 2021). The warming is likely responsible for the increase in melt417

seen in the runoff experiments. (In the increased cfric experiment, any increase due418

to ocean properties is overwhelmed by the melt parameter change). It is possible that,419

similarly to Dotson, surface freshening due to runoff and/or melt increases stratification420

and prevents surface-driven cooling of CDW. The 2013/2014 warming is seen in the runoff,421

Thwaites only and increased cfric experiments (Figs. 6(a,c,e)), suggesting that it is422

driven by freshwater flux regardless of the source.423

It is not clear why runoff forcing at Thwaites alone would drive a cooling at depth424

in front of Pine Island. Yoon et al. (2022) show evidence of a double-gyre system of cir-425

culation in front of Pine Island ice shelf which controls the conditions within the cav-426

ity, and argue that a change in the position of the calving front can alter this double-427

gyre pattern and hence the cavity conditions. It is possible that fresh water input from428

Thwaites ice shelf can impact this double-gyre circulation as well, but further investi-429

gation is needed.430

4.2 Sea ice reduction431

The above discussion of nonlocal effects of runoff on ice-shelf melt suggests impacts432

of runoff on hydrography are due to their contribution to fresh water fluxes – such that,433

for instance, an increase in ice-shelf melt may have similar effects to a runoff increase434

of similar magnitude. This does not appear to be the case for sea ice, as an increase in435

freshwater flux due to runoff has a bigger effect on summer sea ice than a much larger436

increase due to melt alone.437

Jourdain et al. (2017) suggest that increased overturning in response to elevated438

melt can bring more heat to ice-shelf fronts, where it is brought to the surface through439

mixing and vertical advection. For Pine Island, we see increased overturning in response440

to both melt and runoff (Fig. 7(a,c)). Moreover the responses are similar in terms of over-441

turning per unit of freshwater flux: in the non-runoff experiments, the best-fit linear re-442

lationship between melt and overturning yields a slope m = 0.0014 Sv per Gt/a of melt443

(R2=0.7). A similar regression is not carried out for runoff, as runoff volume flux is held444

constant. However in the runoff experiment, the mean 1995-2015 increase of Pine Is-445
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land melt relative to baseline is about 4 Gt/a, giving a combined release of ∼7 Gt/a446

released into the cavity (runoff plus additional melt). From the above melt-overturning447

relationship, the predicted increase in overturning in runoff is thus ∼0.01 Sv, whereas448

an increase of 0.014 Sv is seen (Fig. 7(c)). In the Thwaites cavity there is a weak rela-449

tionship between melt and overturning (Fig. 7(a); m = 0.0019, R2=0.29), and a calcu-450

lation similar to the above for Pine Island predicts an increase in ∼0.027 Sv in response451

to the presence of runoff. Meanwhile, a mean increase of ∼0.1 Sv is seen (Fig. 7(c)).452

The above comparisons suggest that, for the Pine Island cavity, the response in over-453

turning is agnostic to the source of fresh water; while under Thwaites, runoff has a dis-454

tinct effect on overturning. The reasons for this are unclear. It could be that under Pine455

Island, the runoff and its induced melt is a relatively small perturbation to the background456

state, which is not the case for Thwaites, hence the qualitatively different response. Fur-457

ther investigation of the mechanism of overturning, with a range of model types and res-458

olution, is needed.459

Nevertheless, we examine the effects of this increased overturning – and the asso-460

ciated heat transport to the upper ocean – on temperatures in the upper 400 m, aver-461

aged over the region indicated by the mid-shelf rectangular box in Figs. 4(e,f). This re-462

gion is chosen because of its alignment with the Amundsen Polynya, which supports ex-463

tremely high rates of productivity in summer months due to the relative availability of464

light (Yager et al., 2012). The results are presented as a Hovmöller diagrams for the runoff,465

increased cfric, and Thwaites only experiments (Figs. 8(a,c,e), respectively). In the466

runoff experiment, there is a strong seasonal surface warming (relative to baseline) that467

extends down to ∼50-100 m in most years, as well as a periodic warming of approximately468

0.1◦C which extends from ∼100-400 m. The strong surface warming is likely due to in-469

creased radiative heating from reduced sea ice cover, and as such is a result rather than470

a cause of lowered sea ice. The deeper warming, on the other hand, likely arises from up-471

welling and export of CDW from within the ice-shelf cavity, rather than vertical mix-472

ing. It can be seen from salinity Hovmöller diagrams for the same location (Fig. 8(b,d,e))473

that vertical mixing of seasonal surface freshening does not extend to these depths; rather,474

winter mixing erodes the signal at depth.475

We propose that relatively warm waters brought to mid-depths by ice-shelf over-476

turning in the runoff experiment occupy large parts of the continental shelf, and that477

mixing over the upper 100-200 m resulting from winter brine rejection brings this heat478

to the near-surface, where it limits sea ice growth in later seasons. The temperature el-479

evation is very minor (<0.1◦C) but enough to have an effect on sea ice – which may be480

amplified by other feedbacks in the ice/ocean system such as radiative heating. In the481

increased cfric experiment, in which Thwaites overturning is relatively weak, this mid-482

depth warming at 100-400 m is mostly absent (Fig. 8(e)). There is still a small surface483

warming signal due to there being some summer ice loss in this region (Fig. 4(f)), though484

to a lesser extent than in runoff. In the Thwaites only experiment, there is again mid-485

depth warming (Fig. 8(e)), but it is less persistent than in runoff. We therefore attribute486

the loss of summer sea ice in the runoff experiment to runoff-driven overturning under487

Thwaites ice shelf, and to a lesser extent under Pine Island ice shelf. Meanwhile, increased488

melt due to an artificially increased frictional drag parameter does not have a similar ef-489

fect despite similar volumes of fresh water flux.490

We further examine the role of water transformation under the ice shelves by con-491

sidering temperature-salinity (T-S) diagrams under Pine Island and Thwaites for June492

2011 (Fig. 9), a month in which total Thwaites freshwater flux is very similar between493

the runoff and increased cfric experiments. While sea ice reduction is largest in the494

summer months (cf. Fig. 4), choosing a winter month removes water masses resulting495

from surface processes which complicate the diagram. Fig. 9(a) overlays the T-S diagram496

from baseline on that of runoff and increased cfric, restricted to Pine Island. Here497

a locus of points can be seen indicative of water mass transformation due to ice-shelf melt498
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(Gade, 1979). Little difference can be seen, with the exception of additional melt in the499

increased cfric causing an extension of this locus of points. Fig. 9(c) compares the ex-500

periments under the region of Thwaites west of 254◦ longitude. In the runoff experi-501

ment there appears to be a freshening of water masses originating at a density of ∼1027.8502

kg/m3, the density of the grounding line cell with the largest runoff flux – and such a503

feature is absent from the part of Thwaites east of the runoff entry (Fig. 9(b)). The ef-504

fect is relatively minor, but could result in slightly warmed buoyant water masses that505

can cause upper-ocean warming on the continental shelf.506

The effects are far more obvious in the time dependent runoff experiment. Fig.507

9(d) plots a similar T-S diagram for western Thwaites for June 2013, when runoff is at508

its peak. There is a strong freshening where runoff enters the cavity, and this results in509

warmer waters, relative to the other experiments, at a range of densities. To put another510

way: since runoff freshens water without phase transformation, it does so without trans-511

forming along the relatively steep Gade line. Submarine melting of an ice shelf consumes512

latent heat, but for subglacial meltwater this heat is consumed beneath the ice sheet in-513

stead.514

Still, this effective warming within Thwaites cavity alone does not explain the rel-515

ative reduction in sea ice. However, the observations of Zheng et al. (2021) suggest that516

in the summer months, melt-freshened water exiting ice shelves can spread tens of kilo-517

meters or more away from the coast. Examination of our melt water tracer (Supplemen-518

tal Fig. S4) suggests similar behaviour in our model.519

Thus it is plausible that, for a given density, runoff leads to warming, and that warm-520

ing signal spreads across the shelf, giving rise to the mid-depth warming in Fig. 5(e). There521

may additionally be a positive feedback between ice loss and surface radiative heating.522

Meanwhile, Zheng et al. (2021) also suggests that in the winter, upwelled waters remain523

close to the coast; this is consistent with our modeled pattern of coastally-intensified thin-524

ning in the winter (Fig. 4(c,d)).525

We briefly note that the melt-overturning relationships in Fig. 7(a,b) give regres-526

sion slopes roughly twice of those found by Jourdain et al. (2017), and a far weaker lin-527

ear relationship for Thwaites. However, it is a different model with different forcings, and528

their results are time-averaged across an ensemble of model parameters (whereas ours529

are monthly). Moreover our overturning calculation is distinct (though similar) to that530

study. Given that our model is of similar resolution, complexity and scale, we do not feel531

these differences diminish our findings.532

4.3 Wider significance533

While the summer sea ice reduction we see as a result of runoff (mean 3 cm, but534

up to ∼15 cm in places) is small compared to mean DJF sea ice thickness on the shelf535

(mean 70 cm), it is still significant. Reduction of sea ice is associated with stronger strat-536

ification, which can prevent convection and erosion of warm CDW. Sea ice cover is a ma-537

jor factor in biological productivity of the seasonal Pine Island and Amundsen Sea Polynyas,538

two of the most productive seasonal polynyas in Antarctica (Arrigo et al., 2012), and re-539

duced sea ice thickness could modify productivity and carbon cycling.540

The results are also significant because of how little is known about Antarctic sub-541

glacial hydrology. The experiments in this study simply represent different estimates of542

patterns of basal ice melt, and of spatiotemporal patterns of runoff. Steady runoff rates543

are derived based on estimates of geothermal flux, which could be over- or underestimates.544

The results of our time dependent runoff experiment suggest that when runoff545

is episodic, the proportionate melt increase may be much smaller than the proportion-546

ate increase in runoff. As the runoff flux is expected to be the same in the long term,547
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and hence the increase in runoff is inversely proportional to the period during which runoff548

occurs, this implies that the long-term impact of runoff on ice shelves is likely larger when549

runoff is sustained, rather than episodic. Meanwhile, episodic runoff has a strong impact550

on summer sea ice in our results. Observations of lake drainages (Smith et al., 2017; Mal-551

czyk et al., 2020; Hoffman et al., 2020) suggest episodic drainage does occur. Moreover,552

if the Thwaites catchment were to transition from episodic to steady runoff in the fu-553

ture, this could have significant effects on ice-shelf melt and sea-ice variability.554

The mechanism that we suggest above – that runoff leads to warmer sub-ice shelf555

water masses than an equivalent volume of submarine melt – is not specific to the Amund-556

sen Sea Embayment. In other areas in Antarctica with strong subglacial activity and warm557

water under ice shelves (e.g., Dow et al., 2020), runoff likely has similar effects. As men-558

tioned above, runoff effectively transfers latent heat from the ice sheet to the ocean by559

adding buoyancy without drawing heat content. With Antarctic-wide subglacial melt es-560

timated to be ∼65 Gt/a (Pattyn, 2010), this is equivalent to 0.7 TW. In other words,561

an ocean model which seeks to reproduce fresh water flux from ice shelves without runoff562

will be deficient by this amount. While this is a small value relative to the estimated heat563

transported to the shelf from the deep ocean (∼20 TW, Palóczy et al., 2018), thermal564

signals associated with deep melting or runoff are likely to reach the upper ocean. Thus,565

subglacial runoff effectively represents a heat source not currently accounted for in ocean566

models.567

5 Conclusions568

We carry out a set of regional ocean simulations of the Amundsen Sea Embayment,569

some of which are forced by subglacial runoff with varying magnitudes and temporal char-570

acter. Subglacial runoff is found to impact ice-shelf melt, both due to local and non-local571

effects. Episodic runoff leads to an increase in melt, but one that is not commensurate572

with the increase in runoff volume, based on expectations from steady simulations.573

When normalising for the input of fresh water to the ocean, the impact of runoff574

on sea ice is qualitatively different than that of increased ice-shelf melt. This sea-ice loss575

is coincident with an apparent warming under ice shelves. We propose this warming is576

driven by freshening due to runoff, and that the warming signal is brought to the sur-577

face, causing sea-ice reduction over the continental shelf in the summer months.578

The results suggest that Antarctic runoff is a potentially important source fresh-579

water (and heat) not represented in regional and continental ocean models of Antarc-580

tica. Progress is impeded by lack of knowledge about Antarctica’s subglacial environ-581

ment. However, as direct observation of ice-shelf cavities and grounding lines increase582

(e.g., Begeman et al., 2018, 2020), this could lead to better quantification and deeper un-583

derstanding of subglacial impact on the Southern Ocean.584

6 Open Research585

The MITgcm (mitgcm.org), checkpoint 67v was used for this study. The source is586

freely available for download (https://github.com/MITgcm/MITgcm). The zenodo archive587

10.5281/zenodo.7713349 contains (i) all modified source code pertaining to the imple-588

mentation of runoff in MITgcm (folder modified code/), (ii) all experiment-specific code589

and inputs (input/ and expt code/), and (iii) all relevant model output (in output/).590
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Figure 1. An overview of how the basal dissipation term of Eq. 1 is derived using an ice-sheet

model. (a) MEaSUREs ice speed. (b) modeled ice speed. (c) Frictional heating corresponding to

the model solution in (d) Calculated melt rate in runoff experiment.

Figure 2. (a) Routing flux from Le Brocq et al. (2009) model calculation, with color range

saturated to show entire network. Blue pixels represent ocean according to the BedMachine prod-

uct, and white pixels are where the computation could not be carried out. (b) The runoff forcing

for the time dependent runoff experiment. Black curve: combined rate of observed volume

change under the four mapped lakes under Thwaites. Blue curve: a gaussian profile which is an

idealisation of the observed change. The blue curve is zero prior to January 2013.
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Figure 3. (a) A section of the model domain containing the continental shelf and modeled ice

shelves (full domain is given in the inset), with ocean bathymetry as copper shading. Red-blue

shading shows the time-mean change in melt in the runoff experiment relative to baseline.

Where ice is grounded, the routing solution corresponding to the runoff experiment is shown

on a logarithmic scale. The black boxes indicate the regions used for the Hovmöller diagrams in

Figs. 5, 6, and 8. (b) Time series of monthly melt rate corresponding to Pine Island, Thwaites,

Dotson/Crosson and Getz ice shelves in the baseline run. (c)-(f) monthly difference in melt

rate relative to baseline for Thwaites, Pine Island, Dotson/Crosson, and Getz, respectively, in

each of the perturbation experiments discussed in Section 2.5. Gray shaded regions represent the

“spinup” period over which the continental shelf adjusts to freshwater input, and the red shaded

regions indicate where runoff in the time dependent runoff experiment is nonzero.
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Figure 4. (a) Monthly change in mean effective sea ice thickness on the continental shelf,

relative to baseline, in the experiments shown. The ocean-model spinup period is excluded,

and the red-shaded period indicates where time-dependent runoff is nonzero. Results in (b)-(f)

correspond to the period shown. (b) A monthly climatology of mean effective sea ice thickness

relative to baseline in the runoff and increased cfric experiments. (c) Change in winter (JJA)

sea ice effective thickness relative to baseline in the increased cfric experiment. Black contours

indicate 95% significance, based on a t-statistic with degrees of freedom equal to the number of

months. (d) Similar to (c) for runoff. (e,f) similar to (c,d) for summer sea ice thickness.

Figure 5. Left column: Hovmöller diagrams of temperature anomaly at depth relative to the

baseline experiment, width-averaged over the box at the Pine Island front in Fig. 3(a), for the

(a) runoff experiment, (c) increased cfric experiment, and (e) increased cfric experiment.

Right column: as in the left column but for salinity.
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the Dotson ice shelf front box in Fig. 3(a).

Figure 7. (a) Plot of calculated overturning versus ice-shelf melt for Pine Island in the non-

runoff experiments. Each data point represents a different month between 1995 and 2015. (b)

Similar to (a) for Thwaites. (c) Histograms of increase in overturning (relative to baseline) for

Pine Island and Thwaites in the runoff experiment. The samples represent monthly values be-

tween 1995 and 2015.

Figure 8. As in Fig. 5, but for the mid-continental shelf box in Figs. 3(a) and 4(e,f), and

salinities in the right column as absolute rather than anomalies.
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Figure 9. (a) Temperature-salinity diagrams for the increased cfric (red), runoff (black),

and baseline (green) experiments, limited to the Pine Island ice shelf cavity, in June 2011. Iso-

lines of density are shown (parula shading). The solid blue line has the approximate slope of the

Gade line (Gade, 1979). (b) similar to (a) but under the part of the Thwaites cavity to the east

of the channel entering the cavity. (c) aimilar to (b) but under the part of the Thwaites cavity

to the west of the channel. The thick dashed density isoline indicates the density of the ocean

cell where runoff is added. (d) Similar to (c) but for June 2013, with black dots indicating output

from the time dependent runoff, rather than the runoff, experiment.
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Figure S1. (left) Conductive heat flux associated with vertical gradient of temperature under

Amundsen domain used to calculate steady melt. (right) Geothermal heat flux used to calculate

steady melt.
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GOLDBERG ET AL.: IMPACTS OF RUNOFF X - 3

Figure S2. (a) Vertical profiles of horizontal divergence, integrated horizontally over the Pine

Island ice shelf cavity. Overturning is diagnosed from a vertical integration below the solid black

line. (b) Corresponding mean temperature profiles under Pine Island, indicating that overturning

is calculated within the CDW layer. (c), (d): similar to (a),(b) for Thwaites.
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Figure S3. Monthly volume-mean concentration of meltwater tracer in the baseline experi-

ment, averaged over the continental shelf.
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GOLDBERG ET AL.: IMPACTS OF RUNOFF X - 5

Figure S4. Hovmöller diagram of the volume fraction of the freshwater tracer released from ice-

shelf melt, averaged over the region of the continental shelf indicated in Fig 1(a) in the baseline

experiment. Note this tracer does not include runoff content.
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Figure S5. An alternate version of Fig. 4 from the main text, where the mean combined fresh

water anomaly from Thwaites and Pine Island in increased cfric is equivalent to that in the

runoff experiment.
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